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Binomial radical expressions worksheet

Learning Goals (9.4.1) - Multiplying and Dividing Radical Expressions Use the High Product to a Rule of Power to Multiply Radical Expressions Use the High Quotient to a Rule of Power to Divide Radical Expressions (9.4.2) - Add and Subtract Radical Expressions (9.4.3) - Multiply Radicals with multiple terms (9.4.4) - Rationalize a denominator containing a
radical expression Rationalize denominators with a term Rationalizing denominators with higher roots Rationalizing denominators with multiple terms When you learned to solve linear equations, you probably learned to like terms first. We can only combine terms that are similar, otherwise the terms will lose their meaning. In this section, when you learn to
perform algebraic operations on radical expressions, you will use the concept of similar terms in a new way. You will also use distributive ownership, exhibitor rules and binomial multiplication methods to perform algebraic operations on radical expressions. (9.4.1) - Multiplying and dividing radical expressions You can do more than just simplify radical
expressions. You can multiply and divide them, too. The product elevated to a rule of power that we discussed previously will help us find products of radical expressions. Recall of the rule: Multiply radical expressions for all numbers [latex]a[/latex] and [latex]b[/latex] and whole [latex]n[/latex]: [latex] For all numbers [latex]a[/latex] and [latex]b[/latex] and all
positive whole [latex]n[/latex]: [latex]-wide '(ab)'{1} For all numbers [latex]a[{1}{1}/latex] and [latex]b[/latex] and any in The product raised to a power rule is important because you can use it to multiply radical expressions. Note that you cannot multiply a square root and a cube root using this rule. The clues of the radicals must correspond to multiply them. In
our first example, we will work with wholes, then move on to expressions with variable radicals. You may also have noticed that both [latex] 'sqrt{18}[/latex] and [latex] 'sqrt{16}[/latex] can be written as products involving perfect square factors. How would the expression change if you simplify each radical first, before multiplying? In the following example, we
will use the same product from above to show that can simplify before multiplying and get the same result. In both cases, you arrive at the same product, [latex] 12-sqrt{2}[/latex]. It doesn't matter if you multiply the radicals or simplify each radical first. You multiply radical expressions that contain variables in the same way. As long as the roots of radical
expressions are the same, you can use the product raised to a rule of power to multiply and simplify. Simplify. two examples that follow. In both cases, the product raised to a power rule is used immediately, then the expression is simplified. Note that we specify that the variable is not negative, [latex] x-ge 0[/latex], which allows us to avoid the need for
absolute value. In our next example, we will multiply two cube roots. In the following video, we present more examples of how to multiply radical expressions. This next example is a little more complicated because there are more than two radicals multiplying. In this case, notice how radicals are simplified before multiplication. (Remember that the order you
choose to use is yours, you will find that sometimes it is easier to multiply before simplifying, and other times it is easier to simplify before multiplying. With some practice, you may be able to tell who is who before addressing the problem, but either order will work for all problems.) In the following video, we show more examples of multiplication of cube roots.
Dividing Radical Expressions You can use the same ideas to help you understand how to simplify and divide radical expressions. Recall that the product raised to a rule of power stipulates that [latex] sqrt[n]ab-sqrt[n] a-cdot -sqrt[n]b-[/latex]. What if you're dealing with a quotient rather than a product? There is also a rule to that effect. The high quotient to a
power rule indicates that [latex]-displaystyle 'left', 'frac'a-right)'. Again, if you imagine that the exhibitor is a rational number, then you can also make this rule applicable to the roots: [latex]-displaystyle 'left{1} no frac{1} no{1}.[latex], so [latex]-displaystyle 'sqrt[n]frac'a-frac-sqrt[n]a-sqrt[n]b-[/latex]. For all the actual numbers [latex]a[/latex] and [latex]b[/latex]
([latex]b e 0[/latex]) and all positive whole [latex]n[/latex]: [latex]-large fra c{1}'n'frac'a-frac{1}'n'frac{1}[/latex] For all actual numbers [latex]a[/latex] and [latex]b[/latex] (/latex] ] [latex]b e 0[/latex]) and all positive whole [latex]n[/latex]: [latex]-wide 'sqrt[n]'frac'a'b-frac-sqrt[n]a-sqrt[n]b-[/latex] As you've done it with multiplication, you'll start with a few examples
featuring ints before moving on to more complex expressions like [latex]-displaystyle [frac-sqrt[3]-24x-y-{4}-sqrt[3]y-[8y[/latex]. It was a lot of effort, but you were able to simplify the use of the high quotient to a power rule. What to do if you have found the quotient of this by dividing into the radical first, then took the cube root of the quotient? Let's take another
look at this problem. It was a simpler approach, wasn't it? In the following video, we show more examples of simplifying a radical that contains a As for multiplication, the main idea here is that sometimes it makes sense to divide, then simplify, and other times it makes sense to simplify and then divide. Whichever order you choose, however, you must arrive at
the same final expression. Let's move on to some radical expressions containing division. Note that the process of dividing these is the same as dividing the wholes. In our latest video, we show more examples of simplifying radicals that contain quotients with variables. As you become more familiar with the division and simplification of radical expressions,
make sure you continue to pay attention to the roots of the radicals you divide. For example, while you may think of [latex]displaystyle 'frac-sqrt'8-y-{2}'s 'sqrt'225-y-{4}[/latex] as equivalent to [the since the nu {4} {2}merator and denominator are square roots. notice that you can't express [latex]displaystyle 'frac-sqrt'{2}'s {2}'s '225' {4} [/latex] as [latex]-
displaystyle 'sqrt'[4]-frac'8-y-{2}-225-y-{4}[/latex]. In this second case, the numerator is a square root and the denominator is a fourth root. (9.4.2) - Add and subtract radical expressions There are two keys to combining radicals by addition or subtraction: look at the index finger and look at the radicand. If they are the same, then addition and subtraction are
possible. Otherwise, then you can't combine the two radicals. In the graph below, the index of the expression [latex]12-sqrt[3]-xy-[/latex] is 3 and the radicand is [latex]xy[/latex]. It can be difficult to make sense of a series of radicals. A useful piece of advice is to consider radicals as variables, and treat them in the same way. When you add and subtract
variables, you look for terms like, which is the same thing you're going to do when you add and subtract radicals. Radical expressions with the same clues and the same radicals are called as radicals. Adding Radicals In this first example, the two radicals have the same radicand and index finger. This following example contains more addendum, or terms that
are added together. Notice how you can combine terms like (radicals that have the same root and index), but you can't combine contrary to terms. Note that the expression in the previous example is simplified even if it has two terms: [latex] 7-sqrt{2} [/latex] and [latex] 5-sqrt{3}[/latex]. It would be a mistake to try to combine them more! (Some people make
the mistake that [latex] 7-sqrt{2}-5-sqrt{3}-12-sqrt{5}[/latex]. This is incorrect because [latex] and [latex]{2}{3} [/latex] are not like radicals so they cannot be added.) In the following video, we show more examples of how to identify and add as radicals. Sometimes you may need to add and simplify the radical. If radicals are different, try to simplify first, you may
end up being to combine the radicals at the end, as these next two examples show. The following video shows more examples of adding radicals that require simplification. Subtracting radicals Subtracting Radicals follows the same set of rules and approaches as the addition- the radicals and clues must be the same for two (or more) radicals to subtract. In
the three examples that follow, subtraction has been rewritten as an addition to the contrary. In the following video, we show more examples of subtraction of radical expressions when no simplification is necessary. In our latest video, we show more examples of subtraction of radicals that require simplification. (9.4.3) - Multiply Radicals with Multiple Terms
When multiplying radical expressions in multiple terms, it is important to follow the distributive property of multiplication, as when you multiply regular and non-radical expressions. Radicals follow the same mathematical rules as other real numbers. So, although the expression [latex] 'sqrt'x'(3-sqrt-x-5)[/latex] may seem different from [latex] a(3a-5)[/latex], you
can treat them in the same way. Let's take a look at how to apply distributive property. First, let's have a problem with the variable [latex]a[/latex], and then solve the same problem by replacing [latex]a[/latex] with [latex] 'sqrt'x[/latex]. The answers to the two previous problems should look like you. The only difference is that in the second problem, [latex]
'sqrt'x[/latex] replaced the variable [latex]a[/latex] (and therefore [latex] 'left' x 'right' [latex] replaced [latex]a-2[/latex]). The multiplication process is much the same in both problems. In these next two problems, each term contains a radical. In the following video, we show more examples of how to multiply radical expressions using distribution. In all of these
examples, the multiplication of radicals has been shown according to the [latex] model .sqrt-a-cdot .[/latex]. Then, it was only after multiplying that some radicals were simplified, as in the last problem. After working with radical expressions a little more, you may feel more comfortable identifying quantities such as [latex] 'sqrt'x'cdot 'sqrt'x'x[/latex] without going
through the intermediate step of concluding that [latex] 'sqrt'x-cdot' {2}2 In the rest of the following examples, however, each step is shown. Multiply binomial expressions that contain radicals You can use the same technique to multiply binomials to multiply binomial expressions with radicals. As a here is the process of multiplying two binomials. If you like to
use the phrase FOIL (First, Outside, Inside, Last) to help you understand the order in which the terms need to be multiplied, you can use it here too. Here is the same problem, with [latex] 'sqrt'b[/latex] replacing the variable [latex]x[/latex]. [latex]x[/latex]. Multiplication works the same way in both problems; it is enough to pay attention to the index of the radical
(i.e. if the roots are square roots, cube roots, etc.) when multiplying radical expressions. To multiply radical expressions, use the same method used to multiply polynomials. Use distributive property (or, if you prefer, shortened FOIL method); Remember that [latex] 'sqrt'a'cdot 'sqrt'b'sqrt-ab[/latex]; and Combine as terms. In the following video, we show more
examples of how to multiply two binomials that contain radicals. (9.4.4) - Rationalizing denominators Although radicals follow the same rules as intunities, it is often difficult to determine the value of an expression containing radicals. For example, you probably have a good idea of the amount [latex]-displaystyle 'frac{4}{8},'0.75[/latex] and [latex]-displaystyle
'frac{6}{9}[/latex] are, but what about the quantities [latex]-displaystyle{1}-sqrt{2}[/latex] and [latex]displaystyle frac{1}-sqrt{5}[/latex]? These are much more difficult to visualize. That said, sometimes you have to work with expressions that contain a lot of radicals. Often, the value of these expressions is not immediately clear. In cases where you have a fraction
with a radical in the denominator, you can use a technique called a denominator rationalization to eliminate the radical. The purpose of rationalizing a denominator is to make it easier to understand what quantity really is by removing radicals from denominators. The idea of rationalizing a denominator makes a little more sense when you consider the definition
of rationalizing. Remember that the numbers 5, [latex]-displaystyle{1}{2}[/latex], and [latex] 0.75[/latex] are all known as rational numbers — they can each be expressed as a ratio of two wholes ([latex]-displaystyle{5}{1},frac{1}{2}[/latex], and [latex]-displaystyle -frac{3}{4}[/latex] respectively). Some radicals are irrational numbers because they cannot be
represented as a ratio of two wholes. Therefore, the purpose of rationalizing a denominator is to change the expression so that the denominator becomes a rational number. Here are some examples of irrational and rational denominators. Irrational Rational [latex]-displaystyle{1}-sqrt{2}-[latex] -[latex]-displaystyle 'frac-sqrt{2}-{2}[/latex] [latex]-displaystyle
'frac'2 [latex]{3}-displaystyle{3}-{3}{3}[/latex] now examine how to move from irrational to rational denominators. Rationalize denominators with A Term Let's Start with fraction Frac{1}-sqrt{2}[/latex]. Its denominator is [latex] 'sqrt{2}[/latex], an irrational number. It is therefore difficult to understand the value of [latex]-displaystyle frac{1}-sqrt{2}[/latex]. You can
rename this fraction without changing its value, if you multiply it multiply 1. In this case, set 1 equal to [latex] displaystyle 'frac-sqrt{2}'s {2}[/latex]. Look what's going on. [latex]-displaystyle 'frac{1}'sqrt{2}-cdot 1-frac{1}'s 'sqrt{2}'s 'frac-sqrt{2}'s 'sqrt{2}'s 'frac'rt sq{2} The denominator of the new fraction is no longer radical {2}{2}{4}{2} (attention, however, that the
numerator is). So why choose to multiply [latex]-displaystyle{1}-sqrt{2}[/latex] by [latex]-displaystyle{2}-sqrt{2}[/latex]? You knew that the square root of a number of times itself will be a whole number. In algebraic terms, this idea is represented by [latex] 'sqrt'x-cdot', 'sqrt'. Return to the denominators in the multiplication of [latex]-displaystyle 'frac{1}'sqrt{2}
1[/latex]. Do you see where [latex] 'sqrt{2}'s 'stur{2}'s's-{4}-2[/latex]? In the following videos, we show examples of rationalizing the denominator of a radical expression that contains entire radicals. Here are some other examples. Notice how the value of the fraction is not changed at all, it is simply multiplied by another name for 1. You can use the same
method to streamline denominators to simplify fractions with radicals that contain a variable. As long as you multiply the original expression by another name for 1, you can eliminate a radical in the denominator without changing the value of the expression itself. Rationalizing the denominator with higher roots When we rationalized a square root, we multiplied
the numerator and denominator through a square root that would give us a perfect square under the radical in the denominator. When we took the square root, the denominator no longer had a radical. We will follow a similar process to streamline the higher roots. To rationalize a denominator with a higher radical index, we multiply the numerator and
denominator by a radical that would give us a radicand that is a perfect power of the index. When we simplify the new radical, the denominator will no longer have a radical. For example, streamline the denominator and simplify. [latex]-displaystyle{1}-sqrt[3]{6}[/latex] Rationalize the denominator and simplify. [latex]-displaystyle{3}-sqrt[3]-4x[/latex] Rationalizing
denominators with two-term denominators does not always contain a single term, as the previous examples show. Sometimes you'll see expressions like [latex]-displaystyle{3}-sqrt{2}-3-[/latex] where the denominator is composed of two terms, [latex] sqrt{2}[/latex] and [latex]. Unfortunately, you can't rationalize these denominators in the same way you
denominators in a single-term. If you multiply [latex] 'sqrt{2}'3[/latex] by [latex] 'sqrt{2}[/latex], you get [latex] 2-3-sqrt{2}[/latex]. The original [latex] 'sqrt{2}[/latex] has disappeared, but now the quantity [latex] 3-sqrt{2}[/latex] has appeared... This no better! In order to rationalize this denominator, you want to square the term radical and somehow prevent the
term integer from being multiplied by a radical. Is that possible? It's possible and you've already seen how to do it! Remember that when the binomials of the form [latex] (a-b)[a-b)[/latex] are multiplied, the product is [latex] [/latex]. For example, [latex] (x-3) (x-3) -x-{2}-3x-3x-9-x-{2}-9[/latex]; notice that the terms [latex]-3x[/latex] and [latex]-3x[/latex] combine
with 0. Now, for the connection to the rationalization of denominators: what if you replaced x with [latex] 'sqrt{2}[/latex]? Look side by side for the examples below. Just as [latex] -3x-3x[/latex] combines with 0 on the left, [latex] -3-sqrt{2}-3-sqrt{2}[/latex] combines with 0 on the right. [latex] (x-3) (x-3) [/latex] [latex]-left ('sqrt{2}'3 'right')left ('sqrt{2}-3 'right')
[latex{2}{2} {2}{2} {2}] [latex] [latex{2}] [latex] {2}-9[/la {2}tex] [latex] The multiplication [latex] 'sqrt{2}'3[/latex] by [latex] 'sqrt{2}-3[/latex] removed a radical without adding another. In this example, [latex] 'sqrt{2}-3[/latex] is known as conjugate, and [latex] 'sqrt{2}'3[/latex] and [latex] 'sqrt{2}-3[/latex] are known as a conjugated pair. To find the conjugation of a
binomial that includes radicals, change the sign of the second term to its opposite as shown in the table below. Term Conjugate Product [latex] \sqrt{2}+3[/latex] [latex] \sqrt{2}-3[/latex] [latex] \left( \sqrt{2}+3 \right)\left( \sqrt{2}-3 \right)={{\left( \sqrt{2} \right)}^{2}}-{{\left( 3 \right)}^{2}}=2-9=-7[/latex] [latex] \sqrt{x}-5[/latex] [latex] \sqrt{x}+5[/latex] [latex] \left(
\sqrt{x}-5 \right)\left( \sqrt{x}+5 \right)={{\left( \sqrt{x} \right)}^{2}}-{{\left( 5 \right)}^{2}}=x-25[/latex] [latex] 8-2\sqrt{x}[/latex] [latex] 8+2\sqrt{x}[/latex] [latex] \left( 8-2\sqrt{x} \right)\left( 8+2\sqrt{x} \right)={{\left( 8 \right)}^{2}}-{{\left( 2\sqrt{x} \right)}^{2}}=64-4x[/latex] [latex] 1+\sqrt{xy}[/latex] [latex] 1-\sqrt{xy}[/latex] [latex] \left( 1+\sqrt{xy} \right)\left( 1-\sqrt{xy} \right)=
{{\left( 1 \right)}^{2}}-{{\left( \sqrt{xy} \right)}^{2}}=1-xy[/latex] One word of caution This method will work for binomials that include a square root, but not for binomials with roots greater than 2. This is because the squaring of a root that has an index greater than 2 does not remove the root, as shown below. [latex] 'begin'array'left ('sqrt'[3]{10}-5 -right)left ('sqrt'[3]
{10}-5 'right)'left ('sqrt'[3]{10} 'right') {2}-5-sqrt[3]{10}-5-sqrt[3]{10}-25-left (sqrt[3]{10} [latex] 'sqrt[3]{100}[/latex] cannot be further simplified, since its main factors are [latex] 2-cdot 2-cdot 5-cdot 5[/latex]. 5[/latex]. are not cubed numbers to remove! The multiplication [latex] 'sqrt[3]{10}[/latex] by its conjugation does not lead to a radical expression. In the
following video, we show more examples of how to rationalize a denominator using the conjugate. Conjugate.
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